
Attribute versus Element



 
 
 
 
 
  

Attributes Elements 
Used for holding meta-data (data 
about data, eg. ID numbers, 
information irrelevant to the users) 

Used for holding data (information 
user wants to see) 

Can only be defined by a datatype Can be defined by a datatype, 
attributes, and structures (this makes 
them more extensible) 

Not expandable for future changes 
(can only change its datatype) 

Can add more attributes, change the 
datatype or change its structure 

Cannot have multiple occurances Allows for multiple occurances 
Independent of ordering Dependent on positional ordering 
 

Public opinion of what each is used for:



Customer Information element contains 14 attributes 
identifying information about the customer



- Customer information is split into two components
- Name information
- Contact information



Name Information contains information about the customer’s name



Contact Information contains information about the customer’s 
contact information



Name Information is split into two components:
- Individual name
- Organization name



Individual Name contains information for a person.



Organization Name contains information about a company.



Contact Information needs another street address…



Making Street Address an element allows an unlimited 
number of street addresses



Another field for a phone number is requested:



Another request for a phone number…



Adding a Communication Information element allows 
unlimited numbers (phone, cell, pager, fax, email, etc.)



Communication Information has two attributes:
- Type (desk phone, fax, cell, email)
- Value



Adding an Address element allows unlimited types of addresses



Address (an element) has an attribute (Type) to identify the type of address 
(mailing, physical, billing, etc.)



Attributes on the Address element are now represented 
using elements



County is now an element with its FIPSCode as an attribute



State is now an element with its FIPSCode as an attribute



Country is now an element with its Code as an attribute



Attributes on the Individual element are now represented using
elements for flexibility in allowing more than one



Communication Information’s Type and Value attributes are now 
elements which can be changed at anytime to allow multiple of each



Started with this…



Ended with this.


